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Introduction 
The main result (Th. 2) of this note is that a ring covered by a finite 
number of sub fields of a field must be covered by one of these. In particular 
a field cannot be the union of a finite number of proper subfields. (Th. 5). 
We note that an analogous result is not true for all groups and rings. 
The author wishes to express his best thanks to Prof. M. Venkataraman 
for all his help and guidance in the preparation of this paper. 
Theorem 1: Let FI, F 2, ... , Fn be given subfields of a field F and 
K be a given subring of F containing the identity 1 of F. Let K be con-
tained in the set union of FI, F 2 , ••• , F n. Then K must be contained in 
one of the Fi (i= 1,2, ... , n). 
Proof: Let K C Fl U F2 U ... U Fn. Let if possible K rf. Fi for any i. 
We can obviously suppose that each Fi contains an element 
bi (of K) 1= Fl U ... U F i - l U Fi+! U ... U Fn. 
[Otherwise the Fi can be dropped out of the picture]. Consider the 
elements bl , b2 thus associated to Fl and F2 respectively. We notice that 
none of the Fields Fi contains both bl , b2 together. 
Case 1: Let F be of characteristic zero. Consider the set of elements 
bl +mb2, m= 1,2, .... Each element here E K and hence to some F i . Since 
there are only a finite number of fields, one Fi contains an infinity of 
these elements so that bl + mlb2, bl + m2b2, ml =1= m2 belong to Fi for some 
ml, m2· Then (m2-ml)b2 E Fi and so b2 E Fi whence bl E F i . So that bb b2 
both belong to F i • This contradiction yields the desired result. 
Case 2: Let F be of characteristic p=l=O. Since K is a sub ring con-
taining 1, K contains 0, 1,2.1,3.1, ... , (p-l). 1 and these precisely are 
the elements of the prime sub field Tp of F. So Tp C K. Again we consider 
the elements bl, b2• 
(i) At least one of bl , b2 is transcendental over Tp. 
Let b1 be transcendental over Tp. We assert first that there exists a 
power of bl belonging to all the F i . For, consider bl E Fl. Now consider 
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the set b2bl, b2b12, b2b13 , ..•• No two are equal since bl is transcendental 
over Tp. None of them belongs to FI since b2 1= Fl. Hence at least one 
Fi contains an infinity of these so that b2bl ml, b2bl m2, ml> # 1n2 belong 
to Fi for some ml, m2. Since Fi is a field it follows that bl ml-m2 EO F i. 
Now bl m2-m l EO 1\ and some F/s. Let 1')2 be an element not belonging to 
FI U Fi U .... Again applying the previous method with 1')2 and bl ml-m2 
we get bl s2 for some 82 belongs to more fields. 
Proceeding thus we get some power of bl belongs to all the fields. Let 
8 be an integer such that bl s EO all the fields. We now consider the set of 
elements Or = b2+bIS+l+bI2S+l+ ... +blrs+l (or Cr = b2+blrS+l) r = 1,2, .... 
The elements are all distinct since bl is transcendental over T p. At least one 
Fi contains an infinity of these elements. Let Or, Ot, r#t belong to Fi. 
Let for definiteness r>t. Then Or-Ot EO Fi i.e. bl(bl(t+l)s+ ... +blrs ) EO Fi 
(or bl(blrs-blts) EO Fi). Now bl(t+l)s+ ... +blrs#O (blrs-blts#O) and 
bl(t+l)s+ ... +blrs EO Fi (blrs-blts EO F i) as bl is transcendental over Tp and 
bls EO Fi for all i. Hence bl EO F i. Consequently b2 EO Fi so that bl , b2 both 
belong to F i , a contradiction. This contradiction yields the desired result. 
(ii) Let now both of bl , b2 be of algebraic over T p. Then the subring 
Tp[bl, b2] C K is itself a field and in fact it is a finite field. By a well known 
result the multiplicative group of this field Tp(bl , b2)=Tp[bl , b2] is cyclic. 
Let b be a generator and let b EO Fi say. Then bl and b2 both belong to Fi 
since they are some powers of b. Whence our result follows. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We now generalize Theorem 1 to arbitrary subrings K. 
Theorem 2: Let F I , F 2 , ... Fn be sub fields of a field F and let K 
be any sub ring of F. Let K be contained in the set union of F I , ... Fn. 
Then K must be contained in one of the Fi(i = 1, ... n). 
Proof: If K contains the identity 1 of F then the result follows by 
Theorem 1. Otherwise let K be the subring generated by K and 1. K 
consists of all elements a+m.l where a EO K and m is an integer. We 
assert that K is also contained in FI U ... U Fn. For, each Fi contains 
1 and so m.l whenever m is an integer. Let a+m.l be any element of K. 
Since a EO K, a EO Fi for some i. Hence a+m.l also belongs to this F i. 
Thus K C FI U ... U Fn. Now by Theorem 1, K C Fi for some i. Since 
K C K it follows K C F i • Hence this completes the proof of our theorem. 
Note: Our proof shows that it is enough if K is a semigroup under 
+ and. 
Theorem 2 directly generalizes to the following. 
Theorem 3: Let K, R I , R 2, ••• Rn be given subrings of a field F and 
let K be contained in the set union of Rl, R 2 , ••• Rn. Then K must be 
contained in the quotient field of Ri for some i. 
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Proof: If F l , ... F n are the quotient fields of Rl ... Rn respectively 
in F, then K C Rl U ... U Rn C Fl U ... U F n. K C Fi for some i by 
Theorem 2. 
'Ve now deduce some consequences of the above results. 
Theorem 4: Let K, F l , ... ,Fn be sub fields of a field F and let K 
be contained in the set union of F l , ... , Fn. Then K must be contained 
in one of the Fi(i= 1, ... , n). 
Proof: Directly follows from Theorem 2. 
Theorem 5: No field can be the set union of a finite number of 
proper subfields. 
Proof: For, if F=F l U ... U Fn then by Theorem 4, F=Fi for some 
i, since already Fi C F. So not all the fields can be proper. 
From Theorem 4 we get that the set union of a finite number of sub-
fields of a field is a field if and only if one of them contains all the others. 
From Case (1) of Theorem 1, we obtain the following. 
Theorem 6: Let Rb ... , Rn be subrings containing the prime field 
of a field F of characteristic zero. Let K be any additive semigroup of 
F and let K be contained in the set union of Rl, R2, ... , Rn. Then K must 
be contained in one of the Ri(i= 1, ... , n). 
Proof: Exactly along the lines of case (1) of Theorem 1. 
The following result will show that the result of Theorem 3 can be 
sharpened in some cases. 
Theorem 7: Let Rb R2, ... , Rn be subrings of an integral domain R 
such that each Ri is the fixed subring of the set of all automorphisms of 
Rover R i . Let K be any subring of R contained in the set union 
Rl U R2 ... uRn. Then K must be contained in one of the Ri. 
Proof: Each automorphism of R can be uniquely extended to an 
automorphism of F the quotient field of R. Let Fi be the quotient field 
of Ri in F for each i. By Theorem 3, K is contained in Fi for some i. 
Each automorphism a fixing Ri fixes Fi also. So K is fixed by each such a. 
But Ri is a fixed subring in Rand K C R. Hence it follows that K C Ri. 
Oonclusion 
The analogous statement of Theorem 4 or 5 is not true for groups 
and rings. For, any finite noncyclic group is a set union of the cyclic groups 
generated by its elements. Similarly any finite zero ring whose additive 
group is not cyclic is a set union of a finite number of proper subrings. 
We have not been able to decide whether the result is true for integral 
domains. 
